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Re building on fields Adjoining Mill Lane Monks Risborough, and at the back of Place
Farm Way and Westmead.

Categories:

To be actioned

I could not make head or tail of the maps and jargon but we are still very much against any building
being done as at the above "subject". Find somewhere else it is going to make living in that area Mill
Lane, Place Farm Way, Wellington Avenue and Westmead an even worse nightmare that it already is
and will join up to Longwick. It will be one big mess. If it goes ahead my husband and I are very
against it as are all the people we speak to.
You will completely ruin the beautiful countryside in that area forever and upset all of the people who
live there.
Mr Barry Carter and Mrs Monica Carter

13th February 2019
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Fields being used for more housing in Monks Risborough.

I cannot read all of that jargon you have sent us, I tried too.
Our views still remain the same the fields along the Longwick to Askett Road should be left as fields. If this is
allowed to continue it will ruin the people of the Risboroughs' country side and ruin the small town of Princes
Risborough, village of Monks Risborough and hamlet of Asket and take away Longwicks identity.
The hospitals, doctors, schools, roads and parking, are over crowded, the NHS is already failing most people and
we will lose our beautiful countryside and walks.
The Governments past and present are and have and still are ruining the United Kingdom for its people. It's all
about money for the greedy people at the top and the ones in the middle and their families children cannot afford
to buy their own homes at the prices that are charged.
Whatever the people say you will all do what you want so what is the use.
Mrs M V Carter and Mr B J Carter
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Planning Princes Risborough and Monks Risborough

I cannot find out about the above; but I foresee a Risboroughs with all its near fields turned in to housing estates,
thousands more cars speeding everywhere, thousands more people without the most important facilities of well
staffed hospitals to save their lives, not enough doctors and practices, not enough Policing for the always growing
population, education declining for the not so wealthy, A and B roads still declining and I could go on but I also
see a big recession as the building contractors go bankrupt as people cannot afford to buy the houses.
Yours sincerely

Mrs Monica Carter
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